following result [2] :
The equation (1) Lny -/n,4-/>n-!(*)/"-"+ • • ■ +p0(x)y = 0
with Pi e C(a, b), has a nontrivial solution with n zeros, each being counted in accordance with its multiplicity, if and only if there is a solution with n distinct zeros on (a, b) .
Left as an open question in that paper was the question of whether the result remains true when the restriction that the interval be open is removed. The answer to this question is given in §4 of this paper. In addition there is the problem of giving a more exact description to the solution with n distinct zeros, that is, does there exist a solution with exactly n distinct zeros all of which are simple ? Also, can the first zero be specified ? These latter two questions are answered in §2, and more specifically by Theorem 1. Suppose there is a solution of (I) with a zero at a andn zeros on [a, b) . Then there is a solution with a simple zero at a whose first n zeros on [a, b) are simple zeros.
In §3 the results of §2 are applied to establish the continuity of the first conjugate point 7?j(i) of the point t with respect to the coefficients in (1) . In [5] it was established that r)y(t) is an increasing function of t. The techniques used there could be used to show r¡y(t) is a continuous function of t, however an easier proof is presented here using the results of §2 (see also [3] ).
In §5 is discussed the consequences of the existence of a solution of (1) with n distinct zeros on [a, r¡y(a)]. As is shown in §4, such a solution need not necessarily exist.
The results of this paper are stated in terms of equation (1) but could just as easily be stated for a more general equation as in [6] . 2 . Existence of a solution with simple zeros. To begin with a lemma dealing with the behavior of real valued functions is proven. Lemma 1. Let f(x) andg(x) be functions with the following properties:
(i) g(x) has a zero of order q^O at x = a and g(q)(a) > 0, (ii) f(x) has a zero of order p>q at x = a and f{p)(d)>0, (iii) f(x) and g(x) are positive on (a, b], (iv) f(x), g(x) e Cp [a, b] .
Then given any a > 0 there is a constant c, 0 < c < a such that h(x) =f(x) -cg(x) has a simple zero at some point tc e (a, b) and h(x)¥=Ofor x e (tc, b].
Proof. Let a > 0 be given. By (i), (ii) and (iv) there is an e > 0 such that/<p>(*) > 0 and giQ\x)>0 on [a, a+e] . Let ax = min fa, min f(x)/2 max g(x)\.
Then for any c¿ax, hc(x)=f(x) -cg(x)>0 for x e [a+e, b] . Let tc be the last zero of hc(x) in [a, a+e), 0<c^aj.
It shall now be shown that the map Hc: c-* tc is 1-1 and tc is an increasing function of c. In fact the latter will obviously imply the former which is itself immediate since 0 < c2 < c2 implies by (iii) cxg(x) < c2g(x), hence hC2<hCl and hence tCl<tC2. Also tc->-a as c->0. Further, since Hc is 1-1, and (0, ax] is uncountable, so is the image set of elements tc. Hence there is an infinite number of distinct limit points {tCj} ; tCl > tC2 > ■ ■ ■ converging to aasj-* oo, for which there is a set of image points tCji ->-tCj as /' -> oo for eachj= 1,2,_ Suppose now the lemma is not true. Then each image point tc corresponds to a zero of order at least two of hc and hence a zero of
Hence, since If is continuous along with its first p-l derivatives, lV(tCj) = 0 and by Rolle's theorem Wm(tC)) = 0 for k<p, j=l,2,_ It is immediate that c,-f(te-tig{te)~f '(teyg'(te) .
Note that h'C)(tCj)=0 and/'(fe,) >0 implies gXQïO.
Suppose now that it has been shown that c, =f(tc)/g(tc) = ■ • • =fik)(tCj)/g(k\tCl), and gm(tCj)^0 where 0<k<p. Hence
fk+1Xx) g(k+1Xx) Wm(x) Evaluating Wm(x) at x=tCj this becomes
Hence f(tcXk + 1XtCl)-f(k + 1)(tCl)g(tc,)=0. If g(k + 1\tCl)=0 then /<fc+1>(fc,) = 0 but k+ISp hence/<k + u(x)>0forxe(a,a + e], henceg<fc + l)(iCi)^0. Thus
/(Q-^TI^g^^O and c-'JjBflgg for all A: < /,.
Hence /iCj. has a zero of order /? +1 at tCj. Now letting j -> co, nCi -*■ h0 also has a zero of order p +1 at x=a which is impossible since h0(x) =f(x)(2). Remark. A similar result holds if the roles of a and b are interchanged. A series of seven lemmas are now proven which lead up to Theorem 1. Some of the results presented as lemmas are of interest in their own right.
To avoid repetition, it shall be understood that by the term solution is meant nontrivial solution.
For completeness the following definition is included. Definition 1. The first conjugate point r¡y(a) of the point a is the smallest number b> a for which there exists a nontrivial solution of (1) which vanishes at a and has n zeros, counting multiplicities in [a, b] .
It has been proven [5] that if there is a solution with n zeros on [a, co) then Tjy(a) exists.
Lemma 2. Ifin = 3 and there is a solution of (I) with n zeros on [a, b) then there is a solution of (I) with n zeros on [a, b) which vanishes at a and has at least one zero in (a, -ny(a)).
Proof. Suppose this were not the case. Let </>(x) be a solution of (1) with a zero of order ky, (1 Sky<n) , at a and a zero of order k2 = n-ky atr¡y(a)<b. It is known that for some ky such a solution exists [5] . It can further be supposed that </>(x)>0 on (a, r,y(a)). Case 1. k2-l. Let *Y(x) be a solution of (1) with zeros at a and (a+T¡y(a))/2 of orders ky -1 and 1 respectively. By supposition Y has no other zeros on [a, b).
T(x) can be chosen positive in (a, (a+r¡y(a))/2). Hence there is a point Sy, r¡y(a)<Sy < b at which Y and </> have the same sign and hence so do <f> and aW for any a > 0. Also for any a>0, aT crosses </> at least once in (a, (a+r)y(a))/2). Pick ct=if>(sy)/xt'(s1) then z=<f> -aY has zeros at a and Sy of orders ky-l and 1 and a zero in (a, (a+T¡y(a))/2). A total of n zeros in (a, b) and a zero in (a, r¡y(a)) which is a contradiction. Case 2. k2>l. Let Y(x) have a zero at r¡y(a) of order k2 -2^0, at (a+r¡y(d))/2 of order one, and at a of order n -(k2-2)-2Sky. Note that n-(k2 -2)-2>0. Y has been assigned n -1 zeros, hence by assumption it has no other zeros on [a, b) . It can be assumed that a<f>x¥>0 on some interval [(Sy, r¡y(a)) u (^(a), s2)] where (a+^1(a))/2<í1<r;1(a)<j2<¿, and a is any positive constant. Let a = min (</>(sy)/Y(Sy), 4>(s2)/Y(s2)) ( 2) The author would like to thank Grant Gustafson for the proof given here of Lemma 1. [December then z = cf> -a Y has a zero at a of order n -(k2 -2) -2 > 0, at r¡x(a) of order k2 -2 ; a zero in [íl5 ^(o)) of order at least one and in (r¡x(a), s2] a zero of order at least one. A total of at least n zeros with a zero in (a, T¡x(a)) and a zero at a.
Lemma 3. Suppose there is a solution <f> of (I) with n zeros on [a, b) , a zero at a, and R-l distinct zeros on [a, T¡x(a)). Suppose also no solution of (I) with a zero at a and n zeros on [a, b) has more than R-1 distinct zeros on [a, r¡x(a)). Then the zeros ofcb in (a, rn(a)) are simple zeros.
Proof. Suppose 4> has R+p distinct zeros, p^O, at the points a=tx<t2< ■ ■ ■ <tR+p where tR-x<Vi(a) = tR anQl tR+p<b, of multiplicities mx,m2,...,mn+p where J,i<R+p mi<n¿J,i£R+p m¡ and c/> has no other zeros on [tu tR+p]. Suppose the lemma is not true. Then there is aj, 1 <j<R, such that m,> 1.
Let Y(x) be a nontrivial solution of (1) such that Y has a zero at tf of order m¡ -2 and Y has a zero at (íí_1+f/)/2. Assign n -m, more zeros at r,,..., fy_i, i, + i.iji+pby assigning zeros at the tx (i^j, i<R+p) of orders m,, then assign zeros at tR+p until a total of «-1 zeros have been assigned to Y in [tx, tR+p] .
Since Y(x) has at least R-1 distinct zeros in [a, -r¡x(a)) including a zero at a and a total of n-1 zeros in [a, b) , Y cannot have another distinct zero in [a, r¡x(a)) nor can it vanish at t¡ with a zero of order greater than m¡ -2, hence <f> and Y have no zeros in common on [a, tR+p) other than those assigned above.
Let y=(rJ_i + ?J)/2 and let S = min {t, + x, ^i(ö)}-Since </>(x) and -Y(x) are both solutions and the zeros of ^ and Y at t¡ are both even or both odd it can be assumed that <l>(xy¥(x) > 0 for x e (y, t,) u (t" S) and Y(x) > 0 for x e (t" h) (hence </>(x) > 0 for xe(tj, S)). Now since y>i,_1 and ^-2>(/J) = 0<Y(m>-2)(ii), for any a>0, aY(mi-2Xt,)><l>{m!'2)(tj) and «Y(y) = 0< \<f>(y)\. Hence for any positive a there is a xae (y,ti) such that aY(xa)=cf,(xa). Let a=^((ri + 8)/2)/Y((rJ + S)/2)>0 and z(x) = <f>(x) -ocY(x). Then z(x) is a solution of (1) with zeros at tu t2,..., xa, t,, (tj + h)/2, tj+x,..., tR+p and a total of n zeros in [tx, tR+p] . But z(x) then has R distinct zeros in [tx, r¡x(a) ), contradicting the maximality of R. Lemma 4. Suppose there is a solution of (I) with n zeros on [a, b) , a zero at a, and R-l distinct zeros on [a, 171(a) ). Suppose also no solution of (I) with a zero at a and n zeros on [a,b) has more than R-l distinct zeros on [a, iji(fl)). Then there is a solution of (I) with a simple zero at a, R-1 distinct zeros in [a, r¡x(a)), and n zeros on [a, b) .
Proof. By Lemma 3 any solution with n zeros on [a, b), a zero at a, and R-1 zeros on [a, r¡x(a)) has only simple zeros in (a, r¡x(a)). Let S={m \ there is a nontrivial solution cb(x) of (1) with n zeros on [a, b), R-1 zeros on [a, -r¡x(a)) and a zero of order m>0 at x=a). Let w1 = min me S. Suppose, if possible m,> 1. Let <f>(x) be a solution of (1) Then aY(x) crosses (j>(x) at least once in [tR+p -e,tR+p) and at least once in (tR+p,tR+p + e]. Let these points of intersection be ty and t2
is a solution of (1) with zeros at ty,t2,...,tR.y,tR,...,ty,tR+p,i2 of orders my-l,p2,...,pR-y,pR,...,py,n-2i<R+Pmi-l,p2
where /)^m, and ftfcl, /?2 > 1. z(x) has a total of at least n zeros in [a, b), R-l distinct zeros in [a, r¡y(a)) and a zero at a of order my -1 contradicting the minimality of my.
Case 2. mR+p -(n-J,i<R+pm¡-l)>0 is odd. Since -<f> and -Y are solutions it can be assumed that ¡f>(x) > 0 and Y(x) > 0 for x e (ty, (ty +12)/2). Since my -1 < my and <f>((ty + t2)/2)>x¥((t1 + t2)/2)=0, it follows that, for any «>0, aY(x)=<f>(x) for some xae(ty,(ty + t2)/2). Since mR+p-(n-Jii<R+pmt-l) is odd there is an e, 0<e<b-tR+p such that </>(x)Y(x)>0 for xe(tR+p, tR+p + e] and \Y(x)\>\<f>(x)\ in that interval. This follows since both <j> and Y have 2¡<B+P m( zeros in [a, /B+p), 2i<!<r+)> wi zeros in common in [t2, tR + p), both start out with the same sign, </> has one more zero at x=a and Y has a zero of order one at x=(ty + t2)/2 where as </> does not vanish there. Let oc=</>(tR+p + e)/Y(tR+p+e) then z=<f>-aY has zeros at ty,xa,t2,...,tR+P.y,tB + p,tR + p + e of orders at least my-l, l,m2,..., mR+p.y, n-2i<B+p 'w1-1, 1. A total of n zeros in [a, b) , a zero at a, and R distinct zeros in [a, r¡y(a)), contradicting the choice of R.
Lemma 5. Let the following hypothesis be satisfied: (i) There is a solution <f>(x) of (1) with n zeros on [a, b), a simple zero at a, R-l distinct zeros on [a, T)y(a)), and its first n zeros occur at R+p distinct points.
(ii) No solution of (I) with a zero at a and n zeros on [a, b) has more than R-1 distinct zeros on [a, 771(a)).
(iii) No solution of (I) with a simple zero at a, n zeros on [a, b) and R-I distinct zeros on [a, r¡y(a)) has its first n zeros occurring at more than R+p points.
(iv) Let the first n zeros of <f> occur at points a=tx<t2< ■ ■ ■ <tR+p of orders my = l,m2=l,...,mR-y = l,mR,...,mR+p (by Lemma 3) where Zi<R+pmt<n
Proof. Suppose there is aj, RSj<R+p such that m}>l. Let y be the smallest such integer. Let Y(x) be a solution of (1) such that Y(.v) has a zero at t, of order m¡-2 and Y(x) has a zero of order one at (ty + t2)/2. Assign n-l-(m;-l) more zeros at [a, b) by the choice of R (note that 7'^ R).
Since both -<j> and -Y are solutions it can be assumed that <f>(x)yV(x) > 0 for x e (r,_i, t¡) u (t¡, tj+x). Since * and Y have the same order zero at t = a and, by the minimality of j, Y has one more zero than <f> on [a, tj), namely the zero at (ij + r2)/2, it follows that <¿<mi)(a)Y<mi)(fl) < 0. Also for any constant a > 0, there is an ea>0 such that a|Y(x)| > \ch(x)\>0 for x e [tj-ea, tj) u (t" t, + ea] where f;_i <tj-ea<t,<t,
and let ztt=<f> -aY. Then za has a zero in (/, -el5 /,) and a zero in (r" r, + ei). Further z" has zeros at tx, t2,... ,tR+p and a total of n zeros in [fj, iB+p] since </> and Y had n -2 zeros in common. Since zñ=<p -Byi' has the same properties for 0</Sáa, it must only be established that for some ß in this range, zB has no other zeros in [t\, tR+P] . and 0</S-gj81, it must only be shown for some ß in this range, zß(x) = <p(x)-/SYO) has only one zero in (t,-x, t¡) and only one zero in (th tj+1) and these are simple zeros.
Suppose this were not the case. Let tß be the first zero of zß in (r,_i, t¡) and tB be the last zero of zß in (t¡, tj+x). zß has a zero of order m; -2 at t, hence by supposition and by Rolle's theorem zBm¡'2\ z^-1), z'/V all vanish in (tß, tB). Also tB -»> /, and ig-^-tj as ß^s-0. Thus, letting ß-+0, z0(x) has a zero of order w; + 1 at tj which is impossible since z0O) = </>(x). Hence the desired ß exists. But for this ß, zß has a simple zero at a, R-l distinct zeros on [a, T¡x(a)] and its first n zeros occur at, at least, R+p+ 1 points contradicting the maximality of p.
Lemma 6. Let the hypotheses (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 5 be satisfied. Also let (v) mR+p have minimum value over all solutions of (I) satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv).
Then, ifptl, mB+p = l.
Proof. Let </>(x) be a solution satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma. Suppose the minimum mR+p> 1. Let Y(x) be a solution of (1) and hence there is an xß e (tR+p _ 1; (tR+p _ ». + tR+p)/2) and an x" e ((tR + p _ x 4-rB+p)/2, rB + p) such that *Os)=/3YOi) and <P(xß)=ßyV(xß). Note also ^#j3a implies xßl*xß2 and *,,#*,,. Pick «i = min{«, |f (f,)|/2|Y'(/,)| (í-1, 2,..., rB + P-2)}.
On [/i, r2] , Y has one more zero than * and on [r2, rB + p_2] they have the same number of zeros. Hence </> and Y have opposite signs on (t2, fB + P-2) -{r3,..., fB + p_3}. Also </>(x)^ßyV(x) for x e (i1; r2) since this would imply zfl = *-/3Y had n zeros and R distinct zeros in [a, rjx(a)), contrary to the choice of R. It will now be shown that there is an a2, ax>a2>0, such that if 0<ßáa2, then zß has exactly one zero, a simple zero, in (iB+p_i, (rB + p-i + fB + p)/2].
If this were not the case then there would exist a sequence /3f ->-0 as i -> oo such that if xBi is the last zero of zBl in (/B+P_i, (rB+p_i + rB+p)/2] then z'Bi vanishes, by Rolle's theorem, in (rB+p_i, xBl] . But since xi)->rB+p_1 and za,->* as /->oo, this implies <f> has a double zero at rB + p_i which is impossible by Lemma 5. Hence a2 > 0 exists. Now, by Lemma 1, there is a /3, 0</?< a2, for which zB has for its first zero xB in [Ir + p-i, tR + p) a simple zero. Hence z" has zeros at tx, t2,..., iB + p_2, x^, xB, tR + p of orders mx,m2,...,mR+p.2, 1, 1, «-(/?+/>), a total of n zeros at, at least, R+p points. If n -(R+p) = 0 then zB has as its R+pth zero a simple zero,
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[December contradicting the minimality of mR + p. If n-(R+p)>0 then ze has n zeros at, at least, R+p+l points contradicting the maximality of p.
Lemma 7. Let the hypothesis (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) of Lemma 6 be satisfied. Assume also ifiT¡y((a + r¡y(a))/2) exists (note that r¡y(a) is an increasing function of a by [3] ) then rll(a)<b<T¡y((a + Tly(a))/2). Then R=n, ifp = 0.
Remark The last assumption of this lemma is not a significant restriction since none of the previous results depended on b and T¡y(a)<b always holds.
Proof. Suppose this is not the case. Then R < n and mR S n -(R -1 ) > 1, and hence ffiB-[(n -R)-1] = 2. There are two cases. Case 1. mR -[(n -R)-l] is even. Let Y(x) be a solution of (1) with zeros at h, (h + t2)/2, t2,..., tR_y, tR of orders my, l,m2,..., mR_¡,n-R-l<mR, a total of n-1 zeros and R distinct zeros in [a, r¡y(a)). Hence Y has no other zeros on [a, b). It can be assumed </>(xyY(x)>0 for x e [tR -c, tR) u (tR, tR+e] for some e > 0 chosen so that tR _ y < tR -e < tR < tR+e < b. Also for each ß, 0<ß, there is an eB such that 0< \<f>(x)\ </3|Y(x)| for x e (tR-ee, tR) u (tR, tR + e"). Pick a = min {<¡>(tR-e)/2Y(tR-e), </,(tR + e)/2Y(tR + e), |^'(0|/2|Y'(/i)| (/ < R)}.
Then, using the same technique as used in Lemma 5, there is a ßy, 0</S1^a, such that for 0</3g/3], zB = (f> -ßY has no zeros in [ty, tR -e] other than simple zeros at ty,..., tR.y. By Lemma 1 there is a ß, 0<jSg)S1 for which the first zero of ze in [tH -e, tR) is a simple zero. Since z¡¡ also vanishes at least once in (tR, tR + e), zB has n zeros on [a, b) and its first n zeros at, at least R+l points, contradicting the assumption that p = 0. Case 2. mR -[(n-R)-l] is odd. Let Yj be a solution of (1) with zeros at ty, t3,..., tR_y,Sy, tR where tR^Ti1(a)>Sy>max((a+T)y(a))/2,tR-y) of orders my, m3,..., wB_i, 1, n -R<mR, a total of n -1 zeros with R-l distinct zeros in [a, r)y(a)).
If Yj has no other zeros in (a, tR] then it can be assumed that Y: > 0 and <j>(x) > 0 for xe(ty,t2).
Let a=min {|¿'(f,)|/2|Yi(r,)| (/</?)} (if Yi(a)=0 the term ¡¿'(ty^ßlY'yOy)] can be omitted). Then, since on [ty, rB_i], <f> has one more zero than Yi and on [iB-i> tR), <f> has one less zero than Yx for any (8,0</Sga, zß=<f>-jSY has a zero at some point xB e (ty, t2) and a zero at some point xB e (Sy, tR) in addition to simple zeros at ty, t3,...,tR-y and a zero at tR of order n-R, a total of at least n zeros. Further the zero at xB is simple by Lemma 3 and by Lemma 1, ß can be chosen so that the zero at xB is a simple zero and zB has no other zeros in [a, xB). Thus ze has n zeros, a simple zero at a, R-l distinct zeros on [a, r¡y(a)), and its first n zeros occur at, at least, R+1 distinct points contradicting p=0.
If Yj has another zero in (a, tR] it occurs in [^(a), tR]. First suppose tR>T¡y(a)
and the additional zero occurs in hi(a), rs). Let the first zero of Y2 in (jj, tR) be at yj, ^(a) ^y:. It may be assumed that <¿Y>0 on (Sy, yy). Let y2 e (Sy, r¡y(a)) and let «=min {|T'(0|/2(f (01 0'<^)> ^(r2)/2^(y2)}. Then zÄ=Y-^ for any 0, O<0áa
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use has simple zeros at tx, t3,.. -, tR-x and (by Lemma 3) at some point yB e(s±,y2) in addition to a zero in (y2, yx) and a zero of order n -R at tR, a total of at least n zeros on [tx, tR] . By (ii) zB has no other zeros on [rx, y2] . By Lemma 1, there is a ßx, 0<ßx á«, such that ztl has for its first zero in [y2, yx) a simple zero. Hence zBl has its first n zeros occurring at, at least, R+ 1 distinct points, again contradicting p=0.
Now suppose tR = r¡x(d) and Yx has an additional zero at tR. Hence Y». and * have n-l zeros in common and R -2 common zeros on [a, -71(a)). It can be assumed that *Y>0 on (s,, tR). Let Sx e (sx, r¡x(a)) and let Zx(x)=<p(x) -(<p(s1)/x¥x(siWx(x) where h is chosen so that <p'(txW'x(tx)^<i>(sxWx(sx) (if xt"x(ti)=0, this is of course a superficial requirement). Note, this ratio is not constant on (sx, -71(a)) since </> and Y: are linearly independent by the way which Yj was chosen. Zj(x) has n zeros on [a, tR], a simple zero at a, and R -2 zeros on (a, Tjx(a)) which by Lemma 3 are simple zeros. Repeat the above procedure, starting with case 1, with zx taking the place of* and Yt being replaced by Y2, a solution with zeros at tu tit..., tK-i, Sx, s2, tR, where Vx(a)>s2>Sx, of orders mx, m4,..., mR_x, 1, I, n -R<mR. After at most R -2 steps we have a zB_2, with zeros at ti, h, s2, ■ ■-, sR-2, tR of orders mx, 1, 1,..., 1, n -R+ 1, which cannot have another zero at tR since (a + r71 (a) Proof. From Lemma 7, R=n. Let *(x) be a solution of (1) with zeros at a = tx<t2< • • • <tR of orders /«! = 1,..., wB_j = 1, wB. Suppose mR>l. Since -71(a) is an increasing function of a, i?i(i2)>-71(a), hence *07i(a))#0 and tR>-71(a). Let YiO) be a solution of (1) with zeros at tu t3,..., r"-i> *i> where i?i(a)>ii >max((a + T)x(a))/2, tn-x) of orders w1= 1, m3= 1,..., w"_i = 1, 1, a total of n-l=R-1 zeros, ail distinct on [a, 7h(a)). Clearly YL has no more zeros in [a, -71(a)). Since -71(a) is an increasing function of a, if Y1(rj1(a))=0 it is a simple zero and the proof is complete. Similarly if Yx vanishes in (-71(a), b) and its first zero in that interval is simple, the proof is completed. Hence either Yx vanishes in (t)x(o), b) with a multiple zero as its first zero in that interval or Yx does not vanish in (r¡x(a), b).
Suppose first YÍ does not vanish in (771(a), b) . It can be assumed *(x)Yx(x)>0 on (ii, t2) u (sx, tn). Then since lY^rJI > |*(in)| =0 and \</>(sx)\ > \x¥1(s1)\ =0, for any a>0, «Y1(x)=*(x) for some xae(Sx, **«). Further if a is chosen so that a«p '(txWi(ti) (note YUr.^O) then aYx(x) = *(x) for some x"e(tx,t2). This follows since for a in this range |*| starts out larger to the right of tx than |Y,J, but |*| vanishes (at the point t2) before |YX|. Then za(x) = *(x)-aY1(x) has zeros at tx, xa, t3,..., tn_x, a total of n-1 zeros in [a, rjx(a) ]. Hence za has no other zeros in [a, Tjy(a)]. Clearly zB, 0</5:£a has the same properties. Lemma 1 can now be applied to show there is a ß in this range for which zB has as its first zero in bi(o), /") a simple zero, completing the proof.
Suppose now Yj does vanish in (rjy(a), b). Repeat the above proof of this lemma with <f> replaced by Y1; and Y: replaced by Y2, a solution with zeros at ty, ?4,..., Sy, s2, where Sy <s2<r¡y(a). After at most n -2 repetitions a solution Y"_2 is found with zeros at ty, slt s2,..., j"_2 where ty<(a+T¡y(a))/2<Sy<s2<
• • • <sn-2<Vi(a)-Yn_2 cannot have a multiple zero in (-qy(a), b) since if it did Yn_2 would have n zeros in ((a+T¡y(a))/2,T¡y((a+r¡y(a))/2)) which is impossible. Hence repeating the proof for this solution leads to the desired conclusion. Theorem 1. Suppose there is a solution of (I) with a zero at a and n zeros on [a, b). Then there is a solution with a simple zero at a whose first n zeros on [a, b) are simple zeros.
Proof. If T,y((a + T,y(a))/2) exists let by e (Vy(a), b) n (Vl(a), Vi((a + r¡y(a))/2)). The remainder of the proof consists of reading the statements of Lemmas 2, 3, 4,  5, 6, 7, and 8 with b replaced by by. 3 . Continuity of r¡y(a). Using Theorem 1, it shall be shown that r¡y(a) is a continuous function of a and the coefficients in (1) . First a lemma which follows from the results of [5] will be established.
Lemma 9. Let a be any point for which r¡y(a) exists; then for any b>r¡y(a), there is a c>a such that T¡y(c) -b.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 6 of [5] after the change of variables r= -x. Theorem 2. r¡y(a) is a continuous function of a.
Proof. Let t>0. By Theorem 1 there is a solution </> of (1) with a simple zero at a whose first n zeros on [a, r¡y(a) + e) are simple zeros. Let these first n zeros be at ay = ty<t2< ■ ■ ■ <tn (<r¡y(a) + e). Let tn + 1 = min{r¡y(a) + e/2, minè>rn such that <f>(b)=0}. Since a constant times a solution is again a solution it can be supposed that e<min{maxÄ£[iiiti + l] \4>(x)\, (/=!, 2,..., n)}. Since solutions are continuous functions of these initial conditions there is a Sx > 0 such that if ay e (a-8y, a+8y) andYisasolutionof(l)satisfyingY<i)(ai) = <^(i)a,i'=0,1,.. .,n-l,then|^(x)-Y(x)| <e for xe [a-e, ^(a) + e] (see [4, p. 56] ). It follows that Y must vanish in each of the intervals (U-e, /f + e), ;'= 1, 2,..., n. Hence Y has n zeros on [ax, r¡y(a) + e) and hence T¡y(ay)<r¡y(a) + e. If ay >a then since r¡y(a) is an increasing function of û»1?i(ûi)e('?i(fl)»'7i(fl) + e). lf ai<a then Vi(aî)<7li(d)-If Vi(ai)>Vi(a)-e Pick 8=|a-flj|. If r¡y(ay)Svi(a)'~E tnen by Lemma 9, r¡y(a)-e/2 = T¡y(c) for some ce (ay, a) in which case let 8= \a -c\ < \a -ax\. Hence for any x such that \x -a\ < 8, \-r]y(a) -r¡y(x)\ <e, which completes the proof (for another proof of this result see [3] ).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3. -71(a) is a continuous function of the coefficients pt(x), i=0,1,..., n-1.
Proof. Let e>0. Let * be a solution of (1) with a simple zero at a whose first n zeros on [a, T¡x(a) + e) are simple zeros. Let these first n zeros of* be at a = tx<t2 <•••</".
Let rn+ i = min {771(a)-r-e/2, minè>fn such that *(6) = 0}. Since a constant times a solution is again a solution it can be supposed that e < min / max |*(x)| (/ = 1, 2,..., n)X.
Xxeitt.t, + il J
Since solutions are continuous functions of their coefficients, there is a 8 > 0 such that if \qi(x)-Pi(x)\ < S for x e [a, T¡x(a) + e] and z'=0, 1,...,«-1, and yx (x) is a solution of (1) and Zx(x) is a solution of (2) z ( Let Y(x) be the solution of (2) (2) with a simple zero at a whose first n zeros on [a, ijx(a) + e/2) are simple zeros. Let these zeros be at a = tx<i2< ■ ■ ■ <in. Let fn + i = m'n{7?i(a) + £/2, min/)>/" such that Y1(6) = 0}. Again it may be supposed that e<min{maxxe[i¡jí + 1¡\xirx(x)\ (i=l,2,..., n)}. Hence, by the continuity of solutions with respect to the coefficients, the solution *i(x) of (1) In fact, consider the equation ym+y=0. t?i(0) for this equation is achieved by a solution * with a double zero at 0 and a simple zero at 7?x(0). Further it follows from Theorem 2.5 of [1] that no nontrivial solution with a double zero at r¡x(0) can vanish in [0, tji(0) ). If there were a solution Y with three distinct zeros on [0, t)x(0)] then it would have to vanish at 0 and have a simple zero at -71(0). Hence there would exist a solution which is a linear combination of * and Y with a zero at 0 and a double zero at t»i(0), which is impossible. A further discussion of equations of this type can be found in [1] . The existence of the solution in this example is an application of Theorem 4. Suppose there is a solution of (I) with n zeros on [a, 71(a) ], and at least a zeros in [a, 7)x(a)), ((a, r¡x(a)]). Then there is a solution of (I) with a zero of order at least a at a (T¡x(a)) and n zeros on [a, rjx(a)].
Proof. Let Sy={</> | <f> is a solution of (1) with n zeros on [a, r¡y(a)] and at least a zeros in [a, T¡y(a))}. Let s2 = {k | there is a </> e Sy with a zero of order A' at x = a}. Let m = max k es2. Let s3={k | there is a </> e$i with zero of order m ata and k zeros in (a, T¡y(a))}. Let M=max k e s3. Let </> be a solution of ( 1 ) with zeros at a = ty < t2 < ■ ■ ■ <tg = T)y(a) of orders m = my,m2,...,mq respectively where a<2¿<9w¡
«-1 <2i<?/n¡ and M=J_l<i<q m,.
Suppose first that my < a. Then q>2 since </> e sx. Let Y be a solution of (1) Theorem 6. Suppose there is a solution <f>y(x) of (I) with n simple zeros on [a, 771(a)]. Then there exist solutions </>2, <f>3,..., <f>n.y such that </>k has n zeros on [a, 771(a)], a zero at a of order k,n -k -l simple zeros in (a, 771(a)) and no other zeros in [a, 771(a) ). Further the zeros of <j>k+1(x) in (a, 771(a)) coincide with the first n -k-2 zeros of <f>k(x) in (a, b).
Proof. Let the zeros of </>y be at a = ty < t2 < ■ ■ ■ < tn = r¡y(a) all of order one. Let <f>2 be a solution of (1) with a zero at ty of order 2, and simple zeros at t2, t3,...,tn-2, a total of n-1 zeros. Hence </>2 has no other zeros on [a, T)y(d)). \f4>2 did not vanish at 771(a) then, by Theorem 1 of [5] , there is a linear combination of <j>y and <f>2 with (ii) Yfcí has a zero at a of order at least n -j. These properties will be established by induction on k.
First let A = l. Tor j=l it is obvious. Fory>l the result is also obvious if <t>'n-j+ÂVi(a)) = 0. If *á-í+i(-?i(a))#0 then, by Lemma 9, 4>'n_j(^(a))^0 and hence YiJ(?71(o)) = 0 and YXi has a zero of the same order as *n_; at a, namely n-j.
This establishes (i) and (ii) for k = 1. Now suppose these properties hold for k=p. Then for k-p+l and j=p+l, Yp+x p + i(x)=Yp p+x(x) hence Yp + x p + x(x) has a zero at 771(a) of order at least p +1 and a zero at a of order at least n -(p +1). Hence Yp + 1 p+1 has the desired properties. Suppose k =p +1 and j>p+l.
If Yppî+_11>(t71(û)) = 0 then Y" ;_x has a zero at 771(a) of order at least p + 2 and a zero at a of order at least n -(j-1 ) > n -j. Hence the properties hold in this case. If Yppi+1)(771(a)) = O^Ypp+_11)(771(a)) then Yp ,_i has a zero at r¡x(a) of order at least p + 2 and a zero at a of order at least n-j. Hence the properties hold in this case also. If Ypp + 1>(771(a))#0#YpV_l1)(7?1(a)) then Yp + ] f obviously has a zero at r¡x(a) of order at least p + 2 since Ypi and Yp ¡ _ x already have zeros at 77^0) of order p + 1. Also Yp +, ¡ has a zero at a of order at least n -j since both Yp j_x and Yp; have this many zeros at a. This (i) and (ii) hold in all cases.
These properties give the desired result. By way of partial converse to the results, the following theorem will be established :
Theorem 8. Suppose there are n-1 linearly independent solutions of (I), Yx,..., Yn_j such that Yfc has a zero at a of order exactly n -k, a zero at r¡x(a) of order exactly k and Yfc does not vanish in (a, 771(a)). Then there are n-1 solutions *i,..., *n_i such that çbk has a zero at a of order exactly [(n -k+ 2)/2], a zero at 771(a) of order exactly [(n -k +1 )/2] and exactly k-1 distinct zeros in (a, r¡x(a)), where [x] denotes the largest integer not exceeding x. In particular there is a solution, namely *"_i, with n simple zeros on [a, 771(a)].
Proof. It will first be established by induction that a sequence *x,..., *n_i of solutions exists such that *fc has a zero at a of order exactly [(n -k+ 2)/2], a zero at 771(a) of order exactly [(n -k+l)/2], at least k -1 distinct zeros in (a, yx(a)) and *k +1 has at least one more distinct zero in (a, 771(a)) than </>k. The proof will be by induction on k. Suppose first [(n-p+2)/2] = (n-p+l)/2. Then *p has a zero at a of order (n-p+ l)/2 and a zero at r¡x(a) of order (n-p+1)/2 and q-1 ip-1 distinct zeros in (a, 771(a)). Let the zeros of *p be at a = r0<rx< •• • </, = 77X(a). Then on (tj,tj+1),j=0,...,q-l, |*p|>0. Let w; = max"[tj.íí+l) |*p(x)|, Q&jiq-l, and let m = min0<.,<,_i m¡. *p has the same sign on at least [(q+l)/2] of the subintervals
